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power over him". Austin believed that the chief method of 
jurisprudence was analysis. 

    From the definition of law which Austin formulated, it can be 
inferred that his aim was to separate sharply rules of law from those 
social rules such as custom and morality

Important Terms :
1- moral rules          
2- Analysis
3- Formulated       
4- Separate
5- Sharply      
6- Comprehensive
7- Acceptation      
8- Employed
9- Intelligent      
10- Guidance      

The Ninth Lecture : The Nature Of Law

4 The Historical School :

     The Historical School considered, law in direct relationship with 
the life of the community. This school was in part a result of the 
surge of nationalism that arose at the end of the eighteenth century.

In 1814 the German jurist (Savigny) formed a programmer for the 
school, at a time when writers began to emphasize the spirit of the 
people, instead of the individual.

   According to teaching of the historical school, law can never be 
understood unless it is studied as a growth and its history made to 
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explain its present condition. The Historical School assumes that law 
of one generation is the product of the generation that preceded it. 
Changing conditions of life modify the law from one generation to 
another.

The Historical School assumes that law is not the command of the 
sovereign, not even the habits of a community, but the instinctive 
sense of right possessed by every race. The Historical School 
assumes that every member of the community has an instinctive 
sense as to what is right and proper in matters with which he is 
directly concerned.

   The most important contribution of the Historical School to 
jurisprudence is its emphasis on the idea that law can not be 
understand in isolation. This is the foundation on which the modern 
Sociological School has been built.

Important terms :

1- Modify
2- The Social Solidarity School
3- Community
4- Surge
5- Nationalism
6- Arose
7- Spirit
8- Instead of 
9- Understood
10- Assumes


